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Semantic Labeling and Instance Segmentation
of 3D Point Clouds using Patch Context Analysis
and Multiscale Processing
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Abstract—We present a novel algorithm for semantic segmentation and labeling of 3D point clouds of indoor scenes, where objects in
point clouds can have significant variations and complex configurations. Effective segmentation methods decomposing point clouds
into semantically meaningful pieces are highly desirable for object recognition, scene understanding, scene modeling, etc. However,
existing segmentation methods based on low-level geometry tend to either under-segment or over-segment point clouds. Our method
takes a fundamentally different approach, where semantic segmentation is achieved along with labeling. To cope with substantial
shape variation for objects in the same category, we first segment point clouds into surface patches and use unsupervised clustering to
group patches in the training set into clusters, providing an intermediate representation for effectively learning patch relationships.
During testing, we propose a novel patch segmentation and classification framework with multiscale processing, where the local
segmentation level is automatically determined by exploiting the learned cluster based contextual information. Our method thus
produces robust patch segmentation and semantic labeling results, avoiding parameter sensitivity. We further learn object-cluster
relationships from the training set, and produce semantically meaningful object level segmentation. Our method outperforms
state-of-the-art methods on several representative point cloud datasets, including S3DIS, SceneNN, Cornell RGB-D and ETH.
Index Terms—Segmentation, Labeling, Clustering, Patch Context, Semantics, Scene Understanding
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I NTRODUCTION

With the development of 3D acquisition techniques, in particular low-cost RGB-D cameras such as the Kinect [1] and
Matterport cameras [2], 3D data becomes much more available. Multiple scans are usually needed to capture objects
due to occlusions. When scans are aligned and fused, the
resulting data is usually in the form of unstructured point
clouds, making it a universal representation for scanned 3D
data. Therefore, point cloud based scene understanding is
essential for real-world applications such as autonomous
driving, housekeeping robots, and virtual reality.
Machine learning has achieved great success on 2D image understanding. However, the point cloud of a typical
3D scene contains complex details, requiring millions of
points, which are significantly more than the number of
pixels in typical 2D images for machine learning. Moreover,
the point distribution is unstructured, making it difficult
for many deep learning methods, especially those based
on convolutional neural networks (CNNs). To handle these
problems, many existing works [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] use 3D
voxel grids to represent 3D shapes on which CNNs can
operate. However, the voxel resolution and shape precision
for these methods are highly restricted due to the extra
dimension. Therefore, they are only suitable for smallerscale object-level 3D model analysis.
•
•
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Recently, pioneering work PointNet [8] and PointNet++ [9] made a good attempt to learn CNNs directly on
point clouds. They take unordered points as classification
units. When applied to scene labeling, such methods split
the whole point cloud into blocks with a reasonable number
of points (e.g. 4096) to make it more manageable. However,
suitable block partitioning can be difficult to determine. The
work [10] uses a multiscale approach to make the PointNet
block size more flexible. Nevertheless, sampled points are
unordered, which restricts the pooling operations and the
use of blocks also limits the effectiveness of learning context
from the training data. By exploiting patch cluster based
context information and multiscale processing, our method
achieves an accuracy of 88.0% on the S3DIS (Stanford Large
Scale 3D Indoor Spaces) dataset [2] which outperforms the
PointNet method by 13%.
In this paper, we propose a novel learning based approach to semantic labeling and segmentation of point
clouds. In particular, we use indoor scenes as examples
because they are challenging due to occlusion, clutter and
diverse object types, and have important real-world applications such as robot navigation and modeling. We combine
an unsupervised clustering of patches with a supervised
approach to learn reliable contextual information involving
both patch clusters and object labels. This intermediate
patch cluster representation allows each object category
to contain highly diverse patches, and reliable contextual
relationships to be learned as similar patches are considered
together. Furthermore, to avoid over/under-segmentation
in patch segmentation, instead of treating patch segmentation and labeling as two separate problems, we propose
an effective multiscale approach that performs joint patch
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(a) input point cloud
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(b) patch segmentation

(c) semantic labeling

(d) semantic segmentation

Figure 1. Results of our semantic segmentation and labeling. Given the input point cloud (a), our method exploits patch clusters and patch cluster
based contextual information learned from the training set to perform robust multiscale patch based segmentation (b). This provides a basis for (c)
semantic labeling (with different colors corresponding to objects of different types) and (d) semantic instance segmentation (where colors are used
to differentiate individual instances, regardless of their types).

segmentation and labeling, with suitable levels guided by
learned contextual information. We further learn objectcluster relationships and use them to guide semantic segmentation, breaking down a whole 3D point cloud into individual object instances. The work [11] proposes a contextbased method for object segmentation of images captured in
uncontrolled environments, demonstrating the effectiveness
of context. Yi et al. [12] propose a clustering-based method
which uses hierarchical part segmentation for learning partlabel context. However, their method requires explicit part
level labeling that is usually not available for indoor scene
data. Moreover, the context among objects in indoor scenes
is less strict than context among object parts, and is therefore
more complicated. Our method uses patch context analysis
to provide a uniform framework for learning part-part, partlabel and label-label context implicitly, avoiding the need for
part level labeling.
To work effectively with a small amount of training
data, we focus on the geometry information only, as color
information can often vary substantially even for objects
of the same type (e.g. a chair can be in wood color or
painted white). An example of our patch segmentation,
semantic labeling and semantic segmentation is given in
Fig. 1. When segmenting the input point cloud into patches,
our patch segmentation method with locally adapted levels
reduces over-/under-segmentation. Based on this, we use
the learned model to produce semantic labeling which assigns object labels to individual patches, as well as semantic
segmentation which partitions the input point cloud into
meaningful individual objects.
The main contribution of this paper is an efficient and
effective learning based approach to semantic labeling and
instance segmentation of unstructured 3D point cloud data.
We introduce patch clusters as an intermediate representation for effectively representing and learning contextual
information. Multiscale patch segmentation processing further helps segment point clouds in a suitable level and make
the method generalize well to datasets with different characteristics. In the training stage, cluster-label relationships
and cluster-object relationships are learned, which are used
to guide joint patch segmentation and classification, with
locally adapted segmentation levels automatically determined. Our learning based method for semantic segmentation and labeling works effectively for cluttered point cloud
data with a small amount of training data.
Compared with traditional point cloud segmentation,
our method achieves semantic level segmentation, avoiding

over/under segmentation. Compared with semantic labeling, our method is efficient, works directly on unstructured
point clouds, and outperforms state-of-the-art methods for
both labeling accuracy and efficiency.
We also produce a point cloud benchmark based on the
ETH dataset with manually labeled ground truth data at
the point level for evaluation of both instance segmentation
and semantic labeling techniques, which will be available at
https://cg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/semantic.
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R ELATED W ORK

Geometry-based shape segmentation. Shape segmentation
is an important problem for many downstream applications, including object recognition, scene modeling, robot
navigation, etc. Traditional methods for point cloud segmentation focuses on the geometric information which can
be directly analyzed from the input point cloud. When
typical geometric primitives such as planes, cylinders etc.
are of interest, segmentation can be achieved by explicitly
fitting geometric primitives to the input point cloud [13].
For general unstructured point clouds, it is common practice
to form a connected graph based on the neighborhood of
each point. Point cloud segmentation can then be achieved
by either pursuing coherence within each segment, often
using region growing [14], or by analyzing clues for region
boundaries which can be formulated as a graph-cut problem [15]. For segmenting objects into parts, van Kaick et
al. [16] use convexity clues and shape signatures. Schnabel
et al. [17] use an efficient RANSAC algorithm for shape segmentation. Attene et al. [18] perform hierarchical analysis
for sampled surface point clouds. All these geometry based
methods however do not take semantics into account. As
a result, they may produce results with over-segmentation
or under-segmentation, and often resort to user interaction
to help guide the segmentation when high quality results
are needed. For mesh segmentation where the input is a
complete 3D mesh object and the purpose is to partition
it into meaningful parts [19], learning based methods [20]
have shown significant advantage of approaching semantic
segmentation. The work [21] exploits co-analysis to improve
mesh segmentation, demonstrating the benefits of building
statistical models of shape parts. The method is unsupervised and therefore only segments shapes into parts based
on geometric similarity, without assigning detailed semantic
classes. Therefore, although aiming for semantic part segmentation, in their paper, the method is only applied to a
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collection of high-quality 3D meshes representing shapes of
the same category and containing similar parts. The method
cannot be directly generalized to process 3D scene point
clouds which have much noise and occlusion, and contain
objects with flexible layout. Moreover, each object category
can have substantial variations of geometric shapes. In
this work, we propose a novel supervised learning based
method for semantic segmentation and labeling of complex
3D indoor scenes by exploiting shape and contextual information from the training data.
Point cloud based 3D modeling. Point cloud segmentation is often an integrated step in 3D scene acquisition
and modeling. Shao et al. [22] segment individual RGB-D
images into regions that correspond to objects, which are
then used for modeling with 3D objects from a database.
When the segmentation is not ideal, they resort to user
input to provide essential guidance. Single RGB-D images
have limited views and often contain occlusions. Their
method fuses results from multiple RGB-D images when
necessary. This provides a plausible solution, although the
segmentation step does not benefit from more complete
information that could be obtained by fusing multiple RGBD images into a point cloud. Nan et al. [23] instead take
3D point clouds as input. To address the challenge of point
cloud segmentation, they use object level classification to
validate and correct segmentation in an iterative manner.
However, for challenging cases with cluttered scenes and
objects significantly different from models in the database,
this greedy approach can produce sub-optimal results. Chen
et al. [24] improve the robustness of indoor scene modeling
from point clouds by using object-level context information
learned from a synthetic scene database. The context information however is only effective when objects involved are
correctly segmented. Wang et al. [25] decompose the input
point cloud into primitives and achieve scene modeling
using graph-matching of primitives. The method requires
successful primitive fitting to work effectively, which can be
challenging for cluttered scenes with complicated objects.
Wang and Xu [26] detect local structures composed of
planes, cylinders and primitive surfaces, leading to robust
recovery for LiDAR scans. Li et al. [27] present a volumetric
patch-based optimization technique for constructing a complete 3D model for an object from a single RGB-D image.
Indoor scenes often contain repeated objects with certain
variability. Instead of modeling the entire scene, Kim et
al. [28] learn primitive-based models in the training stage,
which are then used to recognize repeated objects, allowing
variability between parts. Their method requires in the
learning stage several scans of interested objects, and does
not handle cases where parts cannot be represented as primitives. The work [29] exploits self-similarity by identifying
occurrence of similar near-planar patches using clustering.
The method is only based on geometric similarity, so cannot
identify semantically related objects with different shapes.
Our method aims to produce object-level semantic segmentation and labeling, where the same object category may
have substantial shape variations.
For real-time reconstruction and modeling, Wang and
Kuo [30] reconstruct 3D scenes by using features to optimize camera poses. Yan et al. [31] propose a visual SLAM
approach to aligning virtual and real worlds together, which
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is served for Augmented Reality applications. Zhang et
al. [32] detect plane primitives and use them as constraints
to improve the obtained point cloud. Xu et al. [33] develop
an automatic scanning system that performs real-time RGBD image fusion, segmentation and modeling. To cope with
challenging segmentation, they use a PR2 robot to push the
target item to make segmentation easier. Wang et al. [34]
produce piecewise planar models (PPM) of complex scenes
via multi-level energy minimization. They focus on plane reconstruction and texture reconstruction for large buildings.
Our work focuses on semantic segmentation and labeling,
addressing a key step between scene construction and scene
modeling.
Semantic labeling and understanding of indoor scenes.
Most research in semantic labeling works on RGB-D data
using machine learning. Such work identifies specific objects
from RGB-D images as 3D bounding boxes which requires
estimating both objects and their orientations [35], [36], [37]
and [1], [7] achieve pixel level labeling of object categories
using a recurrent CNN. Such techniques however only work
for RGB-D images rather than point clouds as they rely on
a large amount of training data with regular topology.
Semantic labeling of 3D point clouds is a much more
challenging task. Silberman et al. [1] propose a semantic
region segmentation method for RGB-D image just for 4
labels (ground, furniture, prop, structure). Koppula et al. [38],
[39] develop an approach to semantic labeling of 3D point
clouds for indoor scenes. This method treats patch-based
segmentation and labeling as two separate problems and
uses a standard region growing technique for patch segmentation. It learns context information between object labels. At runtime, semantic labeling is formulated as an
optimization problem, which is solved using mixed integer programming. However, the consistency of patch-based
segmentation significantly affects the effectiveness of statistical learning. Moreover, objects are typically associated
with patches with large variations, and similar patches can
often be part of different object categories. This negatively
affects the effectiveness of learning. Also, both training and
applying the trained model are expensive, especially for
problems with a larger number of patches. They use both
color and geometry information, as well as camera related
features. Our method assumes the input is in the simplest
form, namely point cloud data with geometry only.
To address the limited availability of point cloud data,
one approach is to propagate labels learned from ImageNet
to 3D point clouds [40]. This avoids training using point
cloud data directly, although the performance is still below
that of [38]. The work [41] develops a method for semantic
labeling of point cloud data without the need of handcrafted
features. However, their method requires the input data to
contain both the point cloud and the corresponding RGB-D
images, so cannot be applied to our problem with only point
clouds as input.
Some work considers specific higher-level semantics
such as functionality and interaction of objects [42], and
checking safety and stability of objects in the scene [43]. For
robotic applications, Wu et al. [44] propose a learning based
method for task-specific semantic labeling of RGB-D images
where the desired level of semantic labels depends on the
need of the task.
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O UR M ETHOD

Our method takes 3D point clouds as input, with each point
containing the position p(px , py , pz ) and normal direction
n(nx , ny , nz ). Each point in the training set also carries a
manually assigned label l and object obj . Given a test point
cloud, our aim is to assign a label to each point for semantic
labeling, and for instance segmentation, segment the point
cloud into semantically meaningful objects. As explained
before, we focus on analyzing geometry information and
ignore color information.
Point
Cloud
Patches
(Labeled)

(a) Traditional Region Growing
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Figure 2. Pipeline of our method.

The pipeline of our method is summarized in Fig. 2.
In the training stage, point clouds are first segmented into
patches guided by provided object labels to ensure object
boundaries are well preserved. Obtained patches are then
clustered with each cluster representing patches with similar
characteristics. Using clusters as an intermediate representation allows contextual rules to be identified more robustly.
We further learn pairwise patch context information from
the training dataset. In the test stage, we perform classification based on learned contextual rules and patches generated at different segmentation levels. Multiscale processing
controls and selects appropriate segmentation levels for
local regions guided by semantic labels and related context.
For instance segmentation, this is followed by merging
semantic patches according to the learned pairwise clusterobject model to obtain instance level segmentation.
3.1

Patch Generation using Dynamic Region Growing

In this step, we propose a simple Dynamic Region Growing
(DRG) method to efficiently cluster a point cloud into a set
of disjoint patches with smooth geometry. Unlike traditional
region growing algorithms (e.g. [29]), our method dynamically updates the patch shape feature during region growing, making it more robust to normal noise and sampling,
as demonstrate in Figs. 3 and 8.
Region growing for the ith patch Pi starts with a new
seed point chosen from unassigned points with the minimum curvature1 . Denote as oi and ni the center point and
the normal of the growing patch Pi , which are re-estimated
every time when the patch size (i.e. the number of points
e i |. Here, |P
e i | is the size of
in the patch) |Pi | reaches c1 |P
the patch when last estimated. c1 is a constant multiplier set
to 1.5 in our work. Considering a point p(x) ∈ Pi and a
1. This feature is calculated using the PCL library, and defined as the
ratio of the minimum eigenvalue to the sum of three eigenvalues when
applying PCA to points in the local neighborhoods.

(b) Our Dynamic Region Growing (DRG)
Figure 3. Patch segmentation results of an office scene from S3DIS with
(k1 , k2 ) = (0.8, 1cm). (a) the result of [29], (b) our DRG result. [29]
produces over-segmentation due to normal noise, whereas DRG can
tolerate noise to a considerable extent.

point p(y) ∈
/ Pi closest to it, p(y) can be added to Pi if the
following conditions are satisfied:

kn(y) · ni k > k1
k(p(y) − oi ) · ni k < k2
k(p(y) − p(x) ) · ni k < c2

(1)

where the threshold c2 is set to 0.5cm. Here, the first two
conditions specify the constraint that the new point should
fit with the patch normal plane, and the last condition
requires consistency during the growing step.
k1 and k2 are key parameters that control the patch
segmentation results. Looser constraints of k1 and k2 may
cause ambiguous under-segmentation and stricter ones can
result in over-segmentation. As under-segmentation causes
objects to be mixed in patches, existing methods typically
choose parameters leaning towards over-segmentation. We
take a different, more robust approach. In the training stage,
k1 and k2 are set to 0.5 and 5cm. And we use the known
point level labels to restrict region growing and only add
points with a consistent label to the growing patch. In the
test stage, multiscale processing is used to automatically select
locally appropriate k1 and k2 to avoid under-segmentation
or over-segmentation (see Sec. 3.4 for more details), using
the learned patch-based semantic model for guidance. Although different strategies are used in the training and test
stages since the label information is only available during
training, both strategies aim to produce segmentation that
better respects semantic boundaries. Fig. 3 compares our
DRG result with the traditional region growing method [29],
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which shows our method is more robust to noise and
suppresses over-segmentation.
3.2

Patch Clustering

5
(i)
fk

normalize each feature
with the standard deviation of
the feature σk , and perform logarithm to cope with large
difference in values. Specifically, we obtain a transformed
(i) (i)
(i)
vector Vi = (v1 , v2 , ..., v9 ) as follows:

To make probability analysis more robust and efficient, we
cluster patches using an unsupervised clustering method,
based on their feature similarity.
3.2.1 Feature descriptors
We first compute the Oriented Bounding Box (OBB) for
each patch. OBB takes the patch normal as its orientation
and projects points onto the fitting plane. Then, the fitting
rectangle is computed within the fitting plane, defined as the
rectangle with the minimum area covering all the projected
patch points, for which the optimal solution is efficiently obtained using a Convex Hull Algorithm (with O(n logn) time
complexity) and Rotating Calipers Algorithm [45] (with
O(n) time complexity), where n is the number of points
in the patch.
An example of OBBs for patches
of a chair is given in Fig. 4 which
provides a good approximation to the
shape and allows patch features and
relations to be calculated efficiently.
We then define 9 feature descriptors
that can be calculated from a patch,
as summarized in Tab. 1. They are
easy to compute and cover the location
(height), shape, size and point distri- Figure 4. OBBs.
bution of a given patch; a similar set of features are widely
used in existing research. As we will explain in the next subsection, these features are normalized in a consistent way
without the need of manually specifying their contributions.
F
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9

Description
Minimum height
Maximum height
Curvature of the patch
Angle between patch plane and horizontal plane
Area of the concave hull
Length of the fitting rectangle
Ratio between length and width of bounding box
Ratio between area f5 and the fitting rectangle area
Point density – ratio between patch size and area f5
Table 1
Feature descriptors of a patch.

3.2.2 Clustering
To allow each object to contain patches with diverse characteristics and learn rules from examples robustly, we introduce patch clusters as an intermediate representation to
bridge between patches and objects. Patch clustering can be
efficiently achieved using unsupervised clustering for all the
patches in the training set.
For each patch Pi , we have the 9-dimensional feature
(i)
(i)
(i)
descriptor Fi = (f1 , f2 , ..., f9 ). Instead of clustering
directly in this feature space, we notice that there are
substantial variation of feature values for the same feature
type (the height of an object can be 0 for objects on the
floor, but can also be much larger), as well as between
feature types (the range of angles are very different from
those of the height for example). To address these, we

(i)

(i)

vk = ln(

fk
+ ε),
σk

(2)

where ε is a small offset value which is set to 1e to ensure
the validity of ln function with 0 as input.
We define the feature discrepancy between the patches
Px and Py as the `1 norm of the difference of feature vectors
Vx and Vy :

d(Vx , Vy ) = |Vx − Vy |1 =

9
X

(x)

|vi

(y)

− vi |.

(3)

i=1

To perform unsupervised patch clustering, we use the Kmeans++ algorithm [46] (with O(KN ) time complexity
where K is the number of clusters and N is the number of
patches). Traditional clustering methods require the number
of clusters and initial cluster centers to be specified, which
can be data dependent and difficult to determine. Unlike
these methods, K-means++ just takes a parameter of the
maximum cluster distance which can be easily determined
by features and has better adaptability for different datasets.
The number of clusters K is determined using an iterative process where clusters are iteratively added until the
maximum cluster distance within the same cluster exceeds
a threshold (typically chosen as 1.7 in our experiments). Alternative spectral clustering method requires high computational and memory costs and fails to produce segmentation
results due to memory overflow because typically a large
number of patches need to be clustered. Even with efficient
approximations such as Nyström approximation [47], the
memory requirements remain high.
After clustering, we assign each patch Pi in the training
set to a cluster ci based on its closest cluster center. Each
patch in the training set also contains its object category
label li . We pre-compute a base confidence confbase for a
cluster c to belong to object label l using the statistics from
the training set, as well as the mean feature vector for each
cluster V̄(c) , which will be useful for the later classification
task.
|{Pi | ci = c, li = l}|
,
(4)
conf base (c, l) =
|{Pi | ci = c}|

V̄(c) = mean{Vx |cx = c},

(5)

where | · | is the number of elements in the set, and mean{·}
is the mean vector of elements in the set.
3.3

Patch Context Analysis

Unlike previous work where contextual information is analyzed at the object level [24], [38] which is sensitive to
segmentation correctness, and requires explicit modeling
for objects and their parts, we propose a new model that
represents patch-based contextual relationships using cooccurrence statistics of clusters and labels, which represent
both the part-to-part and object-to-object context information simultaneously.
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For every training 3D point cloud, we compute all
pairs of adjacent patches. To achieve this, we estimate the
distance d(Px , Py ) between two patches Px and Py as
the minimum distance between their oriented bounding
boxes d(OBBx , OBBy ) as they usually provide a good
approximation to patches. d(OBBx , OBBy ) is defined as:

d(OBBx , OBBy ) =

min

X∈OBBx ,Y∈OBBy

kX − Yk,

(6)

where OBBx and OBBy represent the volumes of the
OBBs, and X and Y are arbitrary points within
T them. For
efficient implementation, we check if OBBx OBBy 6= ∅,
and set d(OBBx , OBBy ) to 0 if this is the case. Otherwise,
d(OBBx , OBBy ) can be efficiently calculated as

min(

min

X∈Vx ,Y∈Sy

kX − Yk,

min

X∈Sx ,Y∈Vy

kX − Yk),

(7)

where V and S refer to the vertices and bounding surfaces
of the corresponding OBB.
We set the adjacent distance threshold d1 = 0.50m, the
adjacent patch pair set P is defined as:

P = {(Px , Py )|d(OBBx , OBBy ) ≤ d1 }.

(8)

For any patch pair (Px , Py ) ∈ P , we further analyze their
spatial relationship rxy , which can include one or more of
the following possibilities: adjacent (patch distance is smaller
than 0.5m), close (patch distance is smaller than 3cm), orthogonal, parallel and co-planar.
For each pair of patches (Px , Py ) ∈ P in the training set,
we obtain a patch context quintuple q = (cx , cy , rxy , lx , ly ).
We count the number of occurrences for each quintuple,
denoted as γq . Among all the patch pairs in the training
set belonging to the same clusters and with the same relationship as q , we further work out the proportion that has
the same labels as in q , denoted as τq :

τq = P P
x̃

ỹ

γq
γ(cx ,cy ,rxy ,lx̃ ,lỹ )

(9)

Let us denote the set of patch context quintuples as Q. q ∈ Q
if the following conditions are satisfied:

γq ≥ t1 , τq ≥ t2 .

(10)

The former condition states that the quintuple should appear sufficient number of times to avoid accidentally accepting an erroneous quintuple, where t1 is the minimum
frequency required and the latter says that the regulation strength should be sufficiently high (i.e. the quintuple
should state a dominant contextual relationship). We set
t1 = 2 and t2 = 0.75 in our experiments.
3.4

Semantic Labeling

In the test stage, given an unknown 3D point cloud, the aim
of semantic labeling is to segment it into a patch set {Pi }
and assign the correct object label to each patch.
3.4.1

Single Level Semantic Labeling

We first describe single level semantic labeling. We use a
region growing algorithm similar to the one in Sec. 3.1
although do not constrain region growing to points with the
same label as label information is not available for the test

dataset, which produces the patch set {Pi }. We will then
need to assign an object label li to each patch Pi .
We define a score s for label assignment as
X
XX
s({li }) =
confp (Pi , li ) +
confpc (Px , Py , lx , ly ),
x

i

y

(11)
where confp considers the confidence of assigning label li
to patch Pi . We use a weighted sum of base confidence
confbase (c, li ) for cluster c to belong to label li , where the
weight decreases when the patch Pi is more different from
the cluster center:
X
confp (Pi , li ) =
w(Pi , c)confbase (c, li ),
(12)
c

where the weight w(Pi , c) is defined as
 2

d (Vi , V̄(c) )
.
w(Pi , c) = exp −
2

(13)

Here, d is the distance between feature vectors of the patch
Pj and cluster center c, as defined in Eq. 3. Although it
is possible to replace the definition of d with Mahalanobis
distance, our choice is more consistent with the distance
measure used throughout the pipeline.
The binary term confpc (Px , Py , lx , ly ) measures how the
patch pair (Px , Py ) satisfies patch context rules, and is
defined as

τq ,
q∈Q
confpc (Px , Py , lx , ly ) =
,
(14)
0, otherwise
where q = (cx , cy , rxy , lx , ly ), cx and cy are the nearest
clusters to patches Px and Py , to make the problem more
manageable. We turn this problem into a label assignment
problem by minimizing the following energy:
XX
X
E({li }) =
Ei (li ) +
Ex,y (lx , ly ),
(15)
i

x

y

where we define the unary energy term Ei (li ) = 1 −
confp (Pi , li ), and the binary energy term Ex,y (lx , ly ) =
1 − confpc (Px , Py , lx , ly ). The binary energy term however
does not in general satisfy the property:

Ex,y (lx , lx ) + Ex,y (ly , ly ) ≤ Ex,y (lx , ly ) + Ex,y (ly , lx ) (16)
which is required for many multi-label graph-cut algorithms, since for certain pairs, the confidence of them being
assigned different labels can be higher than the same label.
We solve this optimization problem efficiently using the
ICM (iterated conditional mode) method [48] which works
for arbitrary energies.
3.4.2 Semantic Labeling with Multiscale Processing
Ideally, patch-based segmentation should produce consistent segmentation for both training and testing to allow
learned models to be effectively applied. However, the
result of the region growing algorithm is highly controlled
by the parameters k1 and k2 . In the training phase, the
label information helps to instruct the segmentation so by
setting looser thresholds, the obtained result can largely
avoid under- or over-segmentation. However, in the test
phase, setting a single set of thresholds that works in all
the cases is difficult. For example, using larger k1 and
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k2 cannot segment a board from the wall as they have
similar depth, while using smaller k1 and k2 can easily oversegment complex shapes such as a sofa and produce many
small pieces. To address this challenge, we propose to use
a multiscale semantic labeling procedure that uses labeling to
guide the segmentation process and chooses locally suitable
scales for segmentation and labeling.
Our multiscale semantic labeling takes a set of scale
levels, each determined by k1 and k2 parameters. Leveli =
(i) (i)
(k1 , k2 ), i = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
We initialize the 0th level by treating the entire point
cloud data as a single root patch P(0) . We then consider
each successive level h, starting from h = 1.
(h−1)
We first segment each patch Pi
in the (h − 1)th
th
level into subpatches, using the h level parameters. This
produces a candidate patch set S (h) . Not all the patches
in S (h) will be accepted. We use semantic labeling to help
determine whether such further segmentation is beneficial.
We classify the subpatches in S (h) using the single level
semantic labeling described in Sec. 3.4.1. Assume the parent
(h)
(h−1)
patch for Pi in the hierarchy is Pj
, and the object label
(h)
(h)
for Pi is li .
We define the score of assigning li to a patch Pi as the
sum of the subset of terms in the global score s({li }) with Pi
and label li involved. Note the following definition works
for any level:
X
s(Pi , li ) = confp (Pi , li ) +
confpc (Pi , Py , li , ly ). (17)
y

We further define a normalized score s̃(Pi , li ) using all the
possible labels:

s(Pi , li )
s̃(Pi , li ) = P
.
l s(Pi , l)

(18)

(h)

A subpatch Pi is accepted if both of the following two
conditions are satisfied:
(h)

(h−1)

(19)

(h−1) (h−1)
s̃(Pj
, lj
).

(20)

li
(h) (h)
s̃(Pi , li )

>

6= lj

The former states that the subpatch has a different object
label from its parent patch. Otherwise the patch should
not be further segmented to avoid over-segmentation. The
latter says the normalized confidence score for the subpatch
should be higher than the parent patch.
(h)
The Levelh patches {Pi } are composed of patches
from the three sources: 1) accepted subpatches in S (h) , 2)
(h−1)
patches in {Pi
} with all the subpatches rejected, and
3) remaining points re-segmented using the parameters in
the (h − 1)th level. The last case is introduced to handle
(h − 1)th level patches with subpatches partly accepted. The
result (patches and their assigned labels) of the last level is
treated as the result of multiscale semantic labeling.
In our work, we set 5 different segmentation levels.
As we will show later, these parameters do not need to
be carefully chosen and the performance is significantly
better than the results obtained using single level patch
segmentation.

3.5

Semantic Instance Segmentation

The aim of semantic segmentation is to break down the
input point cloud into disjoint semantic regions, each corresponding to an independent object made up of patches
shared with the same label. We utilize the labeling result
to help obtain semantic segmentation of the input scene.
Specifically, we merge the labeled patches into the object
level with their classified labels and patch cluster-object
relationships.
Similar to the patch context for semantic labeling, for
each pair of patches (Px , Py ) ∈ P in the training set, we
further obtain a patch cluster-object relationship quintuple
0
q 0 = (cx , cy , rxy
, l, pred). cx and cy are the clusters associ0
ated with patches Px and Py . rxy
describes the relationship
of patches Px and Py , which is similar to patch relationship rxy defined previously, although with the adjacent
relationship excluded as we only consider close patches for
merging.
Denote by ox and oy the object IDs patches Px and Py
belong to. pred states whether the two patches belonging to
the same object. pred = 1 if ox = oy and 0 otherwise. l refers
to the label of the patch pair, and a patch pair is considered
for merging only when they share the same label, as patches
belonging to different object categories obviously belong to
different object instances. (For experiments where the label
information is unavailable, l is ignored and fixed to 0 in this
formulation).
We count the number of occurrences for each quintuple,
denoted as γq0 0 . Among all the patch pairs in the training
set belong to the same clusters, with the same relationship
and label as q 0 , we further work out the proportion with the
same object relationship (whether or not belonging to the
same object) as q 0 , defined as:

τq0 0 =

γq0 0
P
pred=0,1

0
γ(c
0
x ,cy ,r

(21)

xy ,l,pred)

0
, l) for describing patch
Define quadruple t = (cx , cy , rxy
(cluster)-object relationships. Denote by T+ the set of positive relationships, showing regions that should be merged.
t ∈ T+ if the following conditions are satisfied:
0
0
γ(c
> t3 , τ(c
> t4 .
0
0
x ,cy ,rxy ,l,1)
x ,cy ,rxy ,l,1)

(22)

Similarly, denote by T− the set of negative patch-object
relationships showing regions that should not be merged.
t ∈ T− if the following conditions are satisfied:
0
0
γ(c
> t3 , τ(c
> t4 .
0
0
x ,cy ,rxy ,l,0)
x ,cy ,rxy ,l,0)

(23)

We set t3 = 2 and t4 = 0.9 in our experiments. The semantic
segmentation algorithm starts with treating each patch as an
object on their own. Let Px be the set of patches that belong
to ox , the object that contains patch Px . Then, initially,
Px = {Px } , ∀x. We process each patch pair iteratively in
the decreasing order of τq0 0 . Then, for every pair of patch
Px and Py being considered, we compute the patch-object
relationship between any patch Px̃ ∈ Px and Pỹ ∈ Py ,
denoted as Txy . Then we merge Px and Py into the same
object, if the following are satisfied:

lx = ly , Txy ∩ T+ 6= ∅, Txy ∩ T− = ∅.

(24)
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In other words, their semantic labels are identical, and there
are rules for patches in these sets to be merged, but not rules
to stop them from merging. This process repeats until all the
patch pairs are processed.

4

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS

We now present our results for semantic labeling and segmentation of indoor scenes. We tested our algorithm on a
computer with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 2.0GHZ CPU
and 32GB memory.
4.1

Running Times

We compare our method with the method for semantic
labeling of 3D point clouds [38], [39] (see Tab. 3). This
method takes an existing patch segmentation as input. For
the Cornell RGB-D dataset [38] where the average patch
number is around 50 per scene, their training time is about
2-3 hours. For our benchmark with a moderate number
of 486 patches on average, their training time increases
dramatically to 7 days. Moreover, their test time for each
scene also increases massively to 10 hours. In contrast, our
method takes point cloud data as input and our multiscale
approach jointly solves patch segmentation and semantic
labeling. Even for our benchmark data with an average of
1.5 million points per scene, our training time is only 8
minutes, and the test time is 17 seconds for the single-level
case and 45 seconds for multiscale processing, which are
hundreds of times faster.
To provide a breakdown of running times for our multiscale approach, the running time for patch segmentation
is 5 seconds for the first time and 2 seconds for subsequent
levels as KD-tree initialization is one-off. The running times
for feature extraction and semantic labeling/segmentation
are 8 seconds and 2 seconds respectively.
For larger datasets, such as S3DIS, our method still
works efficiently, while the method [38] is unable to produce
results due to running out of memory.
4.2

Semantic Labeling Results

We use our benchmark based on the ETH database, Cornell
RGB-D, SceneNN and S3DIS to evaluate semantic labeling. To demonstrate our method, we use single-level segmentation with two parameters settings. LevelA : (k1 , k2 )
= (0.5, 5cm) uses looser thresholds so tends to produce
fewer, bigger patches. LevelB : (k1 , k2 ) = (0.9, 1cm) on the
other hand uses tighter thresholds and produces a larger
number of smaller patches. We also use our multiscale patch
segmentation, with the local segmentation level guided by
semantic labeling. For multiscale segmentation, we use 5
levels with the following settings for (k1 , k2 ): (0.5, 5cm),
(0.6, 4cm), (0.7, 3cm), (0.8, 2cm) and (0.9, 1cm). There is
no need to carefully choose these parameters due to the
robustness of our multiscale segmentation, so we simply
choose evenly distributed thresholds. The same parameter
setting is used for all experiments.
ETH benchmark. ETH point cloud dataset [29] is a highquality point cloud dataset containing 18 office point cloud
scenes constructed from laser point cloud data. As [29] does
not provide labels, we manually labeled the point cloud
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data in two ways to support evaluation: 1) semantic label
for each point, useful for evaluating semantic labeling, 2)
individual object segmentation, useful for evaluating instance segmentation. Specifically, we use a large number
of semantic labels, floor, wall, door, board, chair, desk,
keyboard, monitor, mouse, cup, CPU, laptop, window, desk
cabinet, basket, trash, phone, vase, lamp, eraser, radiator,
bookcase, cabinet, pipe, box, headset, bag, table, plants,
trunk, sofa, pillow, paper, clothes rack, outlet, clothes,
plastic bag, slipper and fan. The benchmark will be made
available to the community to facilitate future research.
Out of the 18 office scenes, we take 12 scenes for training
and the rest 6 scenes for testing. We select 25 common
classes to test our labeling performance. All the selected
classes are shown in Tab. 2. The remaining classes appear
fewer than 5 times across the whole dataset, and therefore
are meaningless to test learning capabilities. For this dataset,
we use label guided segmentation in the training set, which
generates 5493 patches for training as well as 278 clusters
and 17361 patch context relationships.
Tab. 2 shows the performance of our semantic labeling.
For each class, we report the F-measure (the harmonic mean
of precision and recall) to give a concise, balanced performance indicator. Our algorithm performs well on majority
of the classes. Fig. 5 compares our semantic labeling results
without and with patch-based contextual information. The
multiscale approach is used for both results. We can see
that the contextual information helps resolve ambiguities,
such as the board, the keyboard and the phone, which are
incorrectly labeled without using context. It helps improve
the performance from 86.98% to 93.81%. Please refer to
Tab. 2 with detailed performance comparisons which shows
the improvement of patch context.
Fig. 6 shows an example of patch segmentation results.
The result of LevelA segments the chair and the wall reasonably well, although certain objects such as the board and
the keyboard are under-segmented, since they are near coplanar to the wall or desk with only a small depth difference.
The result of LevelB on the other hand segments the board
correctly, although objects such as the desk or monitor might
be over-segmented, leading to incorrect semantic labeling.
With under-segmentation, it is not possible to correct this in
the later stages of the pipeline. Although over-segmentation
may still allow correct labels to be assigned, while the unreasonable patch boundaries would affects the performance
of semantic labeling. Our multiscale patch segmentation
produces reasonable patches across the whole input point
cloud data. The effectiveness of multiscale processing is
also demonstrated in Fig. 7 where the overall accuracy of
our method increases with an increasing number of levels.
Multiscale segmentation helps improve the overall point
accuracy rate from 85.12% to 93.81% for our benchmark
based on the ETH dataset. Such performance gain gradually
diminishes when the number of levels reaches 5. Similar
performance gain is achieved with different datasets.
Note that [38] requires patch segmentation as input,
to avoid potential loss of performance due to poor patch
segmentation, we use label guided segmentation as the initial
patch segmentation for their method. If a standard region
growing based patch segmentation were used, the performance would be lower.
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keydesk
F-measure
floor wall door board chair desk
monitor mouse
cup
CPU window
board
cabinet
LevelA
98.76 88.05 00.00 00.00 77.23 86.13 00.00
82.55
00.00
83.13 00.00
72.59
60.04
LevelA + P C
98.75 89.19 99.68 00.69 92.62 86.70 00.38
89.70
00.00
78.08 78.66
82.11
72.27
LevelB
97.16 85.16 41.31 68.87 72.08 73.08 00.00
23.80
00.00
00.00 00.00
38.81
71.76
LevelB + P C
98.05 92.76 96.91 94.20 86.33 76.61 35.09
84.72
00.00
51.29 37.02
62.18
71.98
Koppula [38]
78.90 80.61 00.00 00.28 68.27 79.64 61.98
86.89
50.03
89.38 36.48
00.00
00.00
M ultiScale
99.48 96.08 00.00 98.48 71.27 93.76 00.00
82.97
00.00
77.41 00.00
77.40
71.31
M ultiScale + P C 99.59 97.56 99.87 98.55 92.51 96.52 91.63
87.83
63.93
70.04 53.43
82.51
75.18
book
clothes
basket trash phone vase eraser radiator
pipe plant paper
clothes Overall
F-measure
cabinet
rack
LevelA
70.37 79.76 00.00 00.00 00.00
60.02
44.47
48.50 53.52 00.00
22.88
00.00
79.69
LevelA + P C
84.88 83.48 36.43 39.02 00.00
80.63
71.09
51.83 56.06 26.13
40.90
41.34
85.12
LevelB
53.20 45.97 00.00 00.00 00.00
09.81
28.53
00.00 00.00 00.00
00.00
00.00
78.19
LevelB + P C
72.76 71.44 01.37 32.43 11.09
57.65
54.63
04.67 03.04 10.68
09.84
47.29
86.73
Koppula [38]
00.04 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00
00.00
00.00
00.00 03.40 00.00
00.00
00.00
66.25
M ultiscale
72.30 80.88 00.00 00.00 48.77
59.95
52.29
45.50 53.58 07.32
16.89
00.00
86.98
M ultiscale + P C
87.09 84.55 82.83 15.14 70.34
78.16
79.55
49.11 66.12 51.20
62.81
40.09
93.81
Table 2
Semantic labeling performance (F-measure) on our benchmark based on the ETH dataset with 25 classes. LevelA , LevelB : results with single
level segmentation using two parameter settings (looser and tighter thresholds). M ultiscale: our multiscale segmentation and labeling. +PC
means the method uses pairwise patch context information.

(a) M ultiscale

(b) M ultiscale + P C

(c) Groundtruth

Figure 5. Comparison of our semantic labeling results without (a) and with (b) patch context (as indicated by +PC). The multiscale approach is used
in both cases. In this example, patch context helps significantly improve labeling for on-desk objects such as the keyboard, mouse and phone.
Our benchmark based on ETH dataset
Average
Average
Training
Test
Points
Patches
Time(12 scenes)
Time
Koppula [38]
486
7days
10h
single level
1.5million
8min
17s
multiscale
8min
45s
Cornell RGB-D dataset
Office
Average
Average
Training
Test
Home
Points
Patches
Time (4 - folds)
Time
0.5million
46
2.5h
15min
Koppula [38]
0.6million
51
3.2h
14min
0.5million
46
4.2s
200ms
our method
0.6million
51
3.5s
200ms
SceneNN dataset [49]
Average
Average
Training
Test
Points
Patches
Time(62 scenes)
Time
Koppula [38]
947
Failed
Failed
1.7million
Our method
25min
29s
Stanford 3D dataset [2]
Average
Average
Training
Test
Points
Patches
Time(6 - folds)
Time
Koppula [38]
317
Failed
Failed
0.8million
Our method
47min
35s
Table 3
Running time comparison for semantic labeling on both ETH dataset,
Cornell RGB-D dataset, SceneNN and Stanford 3D dataset.

To test the robustness of our patch segmentation method,
Fig. 8 shows the patch segmentation results using our
method for the original scene, the scene with added normal
noise, and the downsampled scene. For each point, the
added normal noise has a Gaussian distribution with 0
mean and 30◦ standard deviation. For downsampling, we

keep half of the points from the original scene. Note that
such operations are applied to the entire dataset, including
the training set, to simulate real-world scenarios where the
quality of data is poorer. The patch segmentation results as
well as the overall accuracies are reported. Our dynamic
region growing method is robust, with the drop of accuracy
under 1% for the noisy dataset, and under 2% for the
downsampled dataset.
Cornell RGB-D dataset. Cornell RGB-D dataset contains
25 office scenes and 34 home scenes. As our aim is object
level semantic segmentation and labeling, to test the capability of handling diverse shapes within each category, we
generate object level labels by grouping relevant part labels.
For example, both chair back rest and chair base patches are
considered to belong to chairs. We thus have 9 object classes
for office scenes: table, floor, monitor, chair, keyboard, CPU,
paper, printer and book, and 10 classes for home scenes: floor,
table, bed, shelf, pillow, sofa, chair, quilt, book and laptop.
We compare our method with [38] using the code
provided by the authors. The average performance for both
office and home scenes is reported in Tab. 4. We use the
same metrics as in [38], where micro P/R (precision/recall)
means the percentage of patches correctly labeled, macro
results refer to the average precision and recall of every
class. The max class is the baseline in [38] corresponding to
labeling every patch with the class containing the maximum
number of patches. We use the complete pipeline in their
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(a) patches:LevelA + P C

(b) patches:LevelB + P C

(c) patches:M ultiscale + P C

(d) labelling:Labelguided

(e) labelling:LevelA + P C

(f) labelling:LevelB + P C

(g) labelling:M ultiscale + P C

(h) labelling:Groundtruth

Figure 6. Comparison of our semantic labeling and patch segmentation results using patch context with different patch segmentation levels (a)(e)
single-level LevelA , (b)(f) single-level LevelB , (c)(g) multiscale processing. Top row: patch segmentation result, bottom row: labeling result.

Figure 7. Overall accuracy of labeling results on different benchmarks
with different levels of multiscale processing. Higher level means stricter
thresholds. ETH dataset has high-quality normals and benefits from high
levels of patch segmentation. SceneNN results have less improvement
due to incomplete labeling and thus limited context. S3DIS results
improve rapidly in low levels due to their RGB-D camera input with
relatively high noise.
Office Scenes
micro
macro
method
P/R
Precision
Recall
max class
26.91
26.91
11.11
Koppula [38]
77.01
73.08
58.82
Our Method
80.88
74.30
69.02
Home Scenes
micro
macro
method
P/R
Precision
Recall
max class
23.01
23.01
10.00
Koppula [38]
47.26
39.57
34.06
Our Method
52.80
50.36
41.05
Table 4
Labeling results on the Cornell RGB-D dataset. For consistency, we
report the performance measured at point level, rather than patch level
as in [38].

paper (color+geometry+context). Note that their method
also utilizes camera related features which our method does
not exploit. As our method is based on geometry only, we
ignore the color information in our pipeline. Nevertheless,
our method achieves better performance than [38] (with an
overall improvement of 3.87% and 5.54% respectively in

terms of micro P/R), demonstrating the effectiveness of our
method.
SceneNN dataset. The SceneNN dataset [49] is a labeled
point cloud dataset that contains 95 scenes, fused from RGBD images. We take 62 scenes for training and the remaining
33 for testing, with random partitioning. The SceneNN
dataset contains 360 different labels. We merge labels of
different styles in the same category into one label. For
example, chair1, chair2 and seat are treated as chair. We then
select 15 most common classes with at least 20 instances
(chair, monitor, desk, table, wall, floor, trash bin, door, shelf,
pillow, keyboard, computer, bed, window and fridge) for testing.
We perform experiments with both our method and
[38]. The results are shown in Tab. 6. Our method achieves
fairly good performance with an overall accuracy of 73.5%.
Patch context analysis contributes to an improvement of 5%.
Note that for this dataset, many points are unlabeled. So
the multiscale processing has less effect as shown in Fig 7.
The method [38] failed in the training stage due to out of
memory.
S3DIS dataset. The S3DIS dataset [2] includes 6 areas and 271 rooms captured by Matterport cameras, with
ground truth point-level labeling of 13 object categories,
including chairs, tables, etc. We compare our method with
state-of-the-art deep learning based methods [8], [10]. We
use the Intersection over Union (IoU) measure for consistency with existing methods. As shown in Tab. 7, our
method achieves significantly better accuracy than [8], [10].
Methods with +RGB mean they use color in addition to
3D information. Detailed per semantic class IoU results are
presented in Tab. 5 which shows our method is better than
existing method for nearly all the semantic classes. Fig. 9
shows an example. Our method produces results similar to
the groundtruth.
4.3 Instance Segmentation Results
We are not aware of existing semantic instance segmentation methods on point cloud data. The method [50] uses
a learning based approach to perform indoor scene segmentation for unknown objects. This method takes RGB-D
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(a) Original scene

(b) LevelA (85.12%)

(c) LevelB (86.73%)

(d) M ultiscale (93.81%)

(e) Scene with added noise

(f) LevelA +noise (84.78%)

(g) LevelB +noise (85.94%)

(h) M ultiscale+noise (92.74%)

(i) Scene with downsampling

(j) LevelA +ds. (83.49%)

(k) LevelB +ds. (83.57%)

(l) M ultiscale+ds. (91.95%)

Figure 8. Experiments testing the robustness of our DRG patch segmentation. First row: results of the original scenes, second row: results for
scenes with added normal noise, third row: results for scenes with downsampling. The overall accuracies are reported in brackets.
IoU
mean IoU ceiling floor wall beam column window door table chair sofa bookcase board
PointNet [8]

40.0

84.0

87.2

57.9

37.0

19.6

29.3

35.3

51.6

42.4

11.6

26.4

12.5

PointNet+RGB [8]

43.5

81.5

86.7

64.8

29.4

16.3

39.1

48.1

52.5

42.5

05.4

37.6

30.4

Engelmann [10]

43.0

86.5

94.9

58.8

37.7

25.6

28.8

36.7

47.2

46.1

18.7

30.0

16.8

Engelmann+RGB [10]

49.7

90.3

92.1

67.9

44.7

24.2

52.3

51.2

58.1

47.4

06.9

39.0

30.0

Ours

64.6

98.2

98.7

75.2

63.6
37.1
54.3
73.2
72.1
72.7
09.9
56.7
Table 5
Comparison of IoU between our method and deep learning methods for each semantic class in the S3DIS dataset.

63.1

Accuracy
M ultiScale

mean
IoU

overall
accuracy

avg. class
accuracy

41.2

68.3

51.7

45.8
73.5
54.7
Table 6
Accuracy and mean IoU results of our method on SceneNN dataset.
M ultiScale + P C

mean
IoU

overall
accuracy

avg. class
accuracy

PointNet [8]

40.0

72.1

52.9

PointNet+RGB [8]

43.5

75.0

55.5

Engelmann [10]

43.0

75.4

55.2

Engelmann+RGB [10]

49.7

81.1

66.4

Accuracy

Ours

64.6
88.0
75.6
Table 7
Comparison of labeling accuracy between our method and deep
learning methods on the S3DIS dataset.

images as input. Nevertheless, since it uses a graph-based
model, it can be generalized to point cloud data. However,
although the method works well on simpler RGB-D datasets
with fewer patches, when applied to our benchmark, the
SVM appears to predict every graph edge as belonging

to different objects. This is because in the training set of
pairwise relationships, this case is dominant, and SVM
suffers from imbalanced training data. While this problem
may be relieved by imbalanced learning techniques [51],
such extension is non-trivial and beyond the scope of this
paper.
We perform semantic segmentation on ETH dataset using the same training/test separation. We use statistical
measures including Rand Index (RI), Global Consistency
Error (GCE) and Local Consistency Error (LCE) to quantitatively evaluate different results [19]. Note that some other
quantities such as cut discrepancy used for mesh segmentation evaluation do not generalize well to point cloud data as
cuts are not clearly defined. For RI, larger is better where for
GCE and LCE, smaller is better. As can be seen from Tab. 8,
by exploiting the object label information in the training
set, more specific and effective patch-object relationships
can be learned. This along with contextual information
leads to improved object level segmentation results. Our
multiscale segmentation only works with label information
and achieves the highest performance, significantly better
than the baseline region growing method (implemented in
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(a) Raw point cloud

(b) Patch segmentation

(e) Raw point cloud (closeup)

(f) Patch segmentation (closeup)
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(c) Semantic labeling

(d) Ground-truth labeling

(g) Semantic labeling (closeup) (h) Ground-truth labeling (closeup)

Figure 9. Semantic labeling results on the S3DIS dataset. (a) raw point cloud, (b) patch segmentation result with multiscale processing, (c) semantic
labeling result, (d) groundtruth, (e)-(h): closeup views of results in (a)-(d).

PCL 1.8). Both multiscale segmentation and patch context
contribute to this improvement. Fig. 10 shows semantic
segmentation results of a scene using different settings, with
incorrect segmentation highlighted. By using label information, the learned model can effectively separate the two
monitors. The multiscale processing further improves robustness and can effectively segment objects such as chairs.
RI
GCE
LCE
85.03
16.55
10.56
89.21
14.23
09.40
90.97
11.24
04.49
91.20
17.97
15.48
92.75
16.31
08.15
97.16
07.98
03.63
Table 8
Instance segmentation results. LevelA , LevelB : instance
segmentation results using single-level segmentation with two different
settings (looser and tighter thresholds). M ultiscale: our multiscale
instance segmentation result. without label: semantic label information
is unavailable. with label: semantic label information is available and
used in the pipeline for semantic instance segmentation.
RegionGrow[P CL1.8]
LevelA (without label)
LevelA (with label)
LevelB (without label)
LevelB (with label)
M ultiscale (with label)

5

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to semantic
segmentation and labeling of 3D point clouds. We segment
input point clouds into patches, and introduce patch clusters as an intermediate representation between patches and
semantic labels. We further develop a novel multiscale patch
segmentation and classification approach using learned
patch contextual information as guidance. Representing
contextual information in the form of patches and their relationships makes the model less sensitive to segmentation
inconsistencies. We demonstrate that our method produces
improved performance over state-of-the-art methods. Our
current method relies on similar patches for learned models
to work effectively. Our current patch segmentation method
is efficient, but may produce over-segmentation for highly
curved surfaces, and fail to produce consistent segmentation
for non-rigidly deformed objects. Since our method is patchbased and exploits patch context, it is tolerant with a certain

(a) LevelA without label

(b) LevelA with label

(c) LevelB without label

(d) LevelB with label

(e) M ultiscale with label

(f) GroundT ruth

Figure 10. Results of our semantic segmentation, compared with the
ground truth segmentation. Incorrect segmentation is highlighted.

level of occlusions, but the performance can be affected
when the scene is highly occluded. We would like to address
these in the future, e.g. by generalizing the patch segmentation method. With recent effort, point cloud datasets [2],
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[49], [52] are being released. They provide potential for
deep learning methods like PointNet [8]. We would like to
combine CNN methods with patch shape analysis to further
improve our work in the future.
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